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Abstract
Background: Cases of complete avulsion of the Nipple-Areolar Complex
(NAC) due to trauma are rare. The avulsed NAC can be replanted in situ if
the vessels and nerves were anastomosed appropriately. However, this type of
surgery is more complex, and requires longer operation times and the surgeon
with training and experience of anastomosis of small vessels. We are looking for
a more simple and effective method, which can be widely used.
Case Presentation: We reported a 19-year old girl whose left NAC had been
completely avulsed by accident. We used a simple one-stage reconstruction
surgery to modify the avulsed NAC as a tissue graft in situ. After 24 months, the
reconstructed left nipple showed a similar appearance to the right. In addition,
the patient showed high satisfaction with her breast appearance.
Discussion: Tissue graft in situ might be a simple, safe and reliable surgical
procedure for completely NAC post-avulsion transplantation.
Keywords: Nipple reconstruction; Nipple-areolar complex avulsion; Tissue
graft in situ

Introduction
Complete avulsion of the Nipple-Areolar Complex (NAC) due
to trauma is a rare event. It has been reported that, the avulsed NAC
can be replanted successfully in situ if the vessels and nerves were
anastomosed appropriately [1]. However, this type of surgery is
more complex, and requires longer operation times and the surgeon
with training and experience of anastomosis of small vessels. In this
case, we reported a sample one-stage reconstruction for women with
complete NAC avulsion without vascular anastomosis.

Case Presentation
A 19 years old female patient fell from the bunk bed while sleeping,
and hurt her left nipple. She admitted to our hospital 5 hours later. By
physical examination, we found her left nipple was nearly completely
avulsed, which only around 1/4 skin tissue was connected with the
skin around the breast (Figure 1a and 1b). We removed all necrotic
tissue and subcutaneous fat under the nipple-areolar complex
(Figure 1c and 1d). There was a rough surface and a nearly 10 × 5
mm epidermis defect at 6 o’clock of the breast skin. Furthermore, the
avulsed NAC began to show the signs of ischemia, which including
dark colour, low skin temperature and no active bleeding in the
wound. After debridement and sterilisation, we also found that there
were no suitable blood vessels or nerves for anastomosis.
After discussing with the patient, we decided to reconstruct a new
NAC in situ by using the avulsed one. To improve the survival of
NAC, we removed necrotic skin and tissue, subcutaneous adipose
tissue and some ducts on the avulsed NAC in order to get thinner
transplanted NAC skin grafts which can provide a better survival
chance for avulsed NAC. Because the patient had bilateral low height
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nipples, we didn’t use the underlying breast tissue to make pillar flap
as other report [2]. We performed an interrupted suture to reconstruct
the NAC (Figure 1e), and a drainage of rubber was inserted under
the NAC for avoiding seroma. Six months after the surgery, the
reconstructed left nipple was survived (Figure 1f). 24 months after
the surgery, the reconstructed left nipple showed a similar appearance
to the right (Figure 2). Though, the patient has a little hypoesthesia
with left side NAC. Moreover, we did the BREAST-Q to evaluate
both satisfaction and quality of life for patient at 6 months and 24
months after the operation. Also, we did AIS (Aesthetic Items Scale)
to evaluate aesthetic outcome for the doctors at the same time. We
found that both patient and doctor had high satisfaction with this
surgery, and scores did not decrease over time (Table 1 and 2).

Discussion
NAC is an indispensable structure of the breast and breast
aesthetic. Cases of complete avulsion of the Nipple-Areolar Complex
(NAC) due to trauma are rare. However, when it happens, the fragile
blood supply has made the clinical managements challenge, especially
for one-stage NAC reconstruction. After the first description of
nipple reconstruction using a local flap and tissue graft since 1940
[3,4], various surgical methods have been developed for NAC
reconstruction, mainly including local flap and flap with autologous/
alloplastic grafts [5]. Most of these methods have been used in the
final stage of breast reconstruction following mastectomy for breast
cancer patients. And there are very few reports of using the avulsed
one for NAC reconstruction.
The choice of NAC reconstructive procedures is often dictated
by the patient’s characteristics and needs as well as by the surgeon’s
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Table 1: BREAST-Q for Patient.
BREAST-Q Score (from 0-100)
Variables
6 months after surgery

24 months after
surgery

Psychosocial Well-Being

55

64

Sexual Well-Being

50

50

Satisfaction with Breasts

82

88

Physical Well-Being:
Chest

52

45

Table 2: AIS for doctor.
AIS Score (from 0-5)
Variables

Figure 1: a) An 19-year-old female patient presented with a completely
avulsed left NAC caused by trauma (red arrow); b) Only around 1/4 skin was
connected with skin around the breast; c, d) We removed all necrotic tissue
and subcutaneous fat under the nipple-areolar complex. e) We performed an
interrupted suture to reconstruct the NAC. f) Six months after the surgery, the
reconstructed left nipple was survived.

6 months after surgery

24 months after surgery

Shape

4.6

5

Volume

5

5

Symmetry

5

4.6

Scars

3

4

NAC

3.2

4

preference. In our case study, the patient refused the use of flap
from elsewhere in the body fearing further surgical scars. During
preoperative conversion, we have told the patient that the connected
skin was only less than 1/4 of all NAC , and the damaged NAC was
completely detached from underlying breast gland tissue, emphasized
the loss of vascular supply could increase the risk of ischemia and
necrosis of NAC. So, vascular anastomosis might be an attractive
option. However, this type of surgery is more complex, and requires
longer operation times and the surgeon with training and experience
of anastomosis of small vessels. Besides, the avulsion injury often
makes vessels and nerves not suitable for anastomosis like this case.
All these factors contribute to the final decision of an in situ NAC
transplantation like/as free-skin graft, considering.
The rate of complications varies on the reconstruction surgery
type. It is well known that free-skin graft has a higher complication rate
to that of the local flap [5]. These complications include malposition,
loss of nipple projection, loss of sensation and nipple necrosis. Partial
or complete necrosis is a common complication. To avoid necrosis,
we trimmed the subcutaneous adipose tissue and ducts of NAC to
improve the survival of NAC. It is important to note that it is not
applicable when graft is severely ischemic, necrotic, locally-infected,
or severely damaged.
Loss of nipple projection and breast symmetry is another
concerned question to patients and surgeons. It usually occurs within
the first 3-6 months after reconstruction [6]. In our case, the projection
of the contralateral nipple was not obvious and breast symmetry was
well preserved after 24 months post operation, indicating the well
aesthetic outcome of our surgery technique.
Altogether, our one-step in situ NAC reconstruction was simple,
safe, and time-saving. Our case study provides a feasible method for
emergency NAC avulsion. However, proper patient selection and
sufficient pro-operative discussion is necessary.

Figure 2: 24 months after surgery. a) Coronal view of both breasts. b) Left
breast. c) Right breast. d) Side view of left nipple. e) Coronal view of left
nipple.
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